
The time saved counter and related information is based on estimates of the time NorthOne
customers save by using NorthOne. While the calculation does take into account the number
and types of payments your account has made, it is not based on your specific experience with
NorthOne. Your experience with NorthOne may vary, and NorthOne makes no promises or
guarantees regarding the time it may take to make a payment, as individual experiences may
vary from the estimated

NorthOne’s estimate of the time you’ve saved is based on a snapshot of NorthOne-compiled
data from 90 days of account history across the NorthOne customer base. That snapshot
informs the average time it takes NorthOne customers to make payments within our Mobile and
Web applications. The estimate is then compared to data from a survey of more than 300
NorthOne customers on the average time it took them to make a similar payment with other
bank accounts.

NorthOne is committed to accuracy in its representation of benefits to customers, and the
estimation of the time account holders save will be updated on a regular basis. NorthOne may
make changes to the data related to the estimates of time saved or the time saved counter at
any time without notice.

This feature is an offer from NorthOne and is not endorsed or sponsored by the issuer of your
NorthOne account or any other third party. In no event shall NorthOne or its suppliers be liable
for any damages (including, without limitation, damages for loss of data or profit, or due to
business interruption) arising out of the use or inability to use the information presented or
related to the time saved counter, even if NorthOne or a NorthOne authorized representative
has been notified orally or in writing of the possibility of such damage. Because some
jurisdictions do not allow limitations on implied warranties, or limitations of liability for
consequential or incidental damages, these limitations may not apply to you.


